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DRINKING CONSEQUENCES 

42. During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect CHEF 

a. on your work, studies or employment 

opportunities? 

NO  1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

b. on your housework or chores around the 

house? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

c. on your marriage/intimate relationships? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

d. on your relationships with other family 

members, including your children? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

e. on your friendships or social life? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

f. on your physical health? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

g. on your finances? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

Switzerland: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

Germany: 

 chefb, chefd, cheff, chefg not surveyed 

 chefa02 = using chefa02a, chefa02b, chefa02c: have experienced significant problems at work 

or home due to alcohol (last 12 months) 

A) at work or home 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  
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 chefc02 = using chefc02a, chefc02b, chefc02c: continued drinking despite such conflicts with  

C) partner, family member or others 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 chefe02 = using chefe02a, chefe02b, chefe02c: in last12 months alcohol reduced activity – or 

caused you to completely give up -- work, sports or meeting friends or relatives? 

E) activity – work , sports or meeting friends or relatives 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

Italy: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

France:  

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

Spain:  

 chefa – chefg = p37a – p37g: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 chefa – chefg = q41@1 – q41@7: same as core question 

Israel: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 chefa08 = p104B: Has your drinking ever stopped you from being promoted or given a raise at 

work or from getting a better job? (in the last 12 months) 

A) work 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 chefb – chefc not surveyed 
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 chefd08 = p114B: Have you ever felt that drinking alcoholic beverages caused problems 

between you and your children? (in the last 12 months) 

D) children 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 drinker without children 3  

 chefe – chefg not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 chefa09 = negarb: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits have 

had any negative impact on 

A) your work and / or your studies? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc09 = negpartn: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits 

have had any negative impact on 

C) your marriage / relationship with co-habiting partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 chefd09 = negfam: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits have 

had any negative impact on 

D) your relationships with other family members, incl. your children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  
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 chefe09 = negvan: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits have 

had any negative impact on 

E) your relationships with your friends? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cheff09 = neghalsa: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits 

have had any negative impact on 

F) your health? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 chefg09 = negekon: During the past twelve months have you felt that your drinking habits 

have had any negative impact on 

G) your finances? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 96  

 not applicable 97  

 don't know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 chefa – chefe not surveyed 

 cheff10 = tervong: Have you, during the last 12 months, had health troubles which you believe 

to have been caused by your use of alcohol? 

Remark: does not mean hangovers; ££ new category ££ 

F) Health troubles caused by alcohol 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  
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 chefg10 = s12raha: How often during the last 12 months has it occurred that due to your 

drinking 

Remark: ££ new category ££ 

G) you have had trouble with your finances? 

 never 1  

 1-2 times 2  

 3 times or more 3  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 chefa11 = (work…) a_79_4: During the last 12 months have you on the day after you drank 

missed work? 

A) work 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, multiple times 3  

 chefb – chefg not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 chefa = q49a: same as core question 

 chefb14 = q49b: During the past 12 months, has your drinking had any harmful effect? (circle 

each possibility in each line) 

B) on your housework at home or in a cottage or summerhouse? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 chefc – chefe = q49c – q49e: same as core question 

 cheff not surveyed 

 chefg = q49f: same as core question 

Hungary: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 chefa = V49: same as core question 
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 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc = V50: same as core question 

 chefd – chefg not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 chefa19 = a62_1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

A) on your work, studies or employment opportunities? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

 chefb19 = a62_2: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

B) on your housework or chores around the house? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

 chefc19 = a62_3: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

C) on your marriage/intimate relationship? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

 chefd19 = a62_4: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

D) on your relationship with other family members, including your children? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  
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 chefe19 = a62_5: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

E) on your friendships or social life? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

 cheff19 = a62_7: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

F) on your health? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

 chefg19 = a62_6: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. (If 

yes: did it happen more than once?) 

G) on your finances? 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, one time 2  

 no 3  

 don‘t know 4  

 refused 5  

 not relevant 6  

Sri Lanka: 

 chefa – chefg = chef_42a – chef_42g: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 chefa – chefg = 601(42): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Canada: 

 chefa24 = cqempsch: (DCS3, equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on two of 

previous questions and had no positive responses in part (c)) 

A) Harmful effect on your work, studies or employement opportunities? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  
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 chefb24 = cqchores: (DCS5, equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on two of 

previous questions and had no positive responses in part (c)) 

B) Harmful effect on housework or chores around the house? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

 chefc24 = cqcloserel: (DCS6, equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on both 

previous questions 

C) Harmful effect on your marriage/intimate relationships? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

 chefd24 = cqfamily: (DCS4, equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on two of 

previous questions and had no positive responses in part (c)) 

D) Harmful effect on your relationships with family members other than spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

 chefe24 = cqfrnd: (DCS1) 

E) Harmful effect on friendships or social life? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

 cheff24 = cqhealth: (DCS2)  

F) Harmful effect on your physical health? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

 chefg24 = cqmoney: (DCS7, equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on two of 

previous questions and had no positive responses in part (c)) 

G) Harmful effect on finances? 

 yes 1  

 no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have 

this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

USA I:  

 chefa25 = f132n139: Has any of the following happended to you in the past 12 months? 

A) Drinking may have hurt your changes of getting a job, or your chances for a promotion 

or better work assignment 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 chefb25 = f130n137: Has any of the following happended to you in the past 12 months? 

B) Drinking had a harmful effect on your housework or chores around the house 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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 chefc25 = f135n142: Has any of the following happended to you in the past 12 months? 

C) You started an argument or fight with your (husband/partner/non-cohabiting romantic 

partner) when you had been drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 chefd not surveyed, but see adde03_25 and add04_25 

 chefe not surveyed, but see add03_25 

 cheff25 = f153n160: Has any of the following happended to you in the past 12 months? 

F) Have you ever had any health problems that you think occurred because of your use of 

alcohol? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 chefg: not surveyed 

USA II: 

 chefa26 = using q67a, q67b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you felt that your drinking had a harmful effect? 

A) on your work and employment? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 chefb not surveyed  

 chefc26 = using q65a, q65b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you felt that your drinking had a harmful effect 

C) on your homelife or marriage? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 chefd not surveyed  

 chefe26 = using q63a, q63b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you felt that your drinking had a harmful effect 

E) on your friendships and social life? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  
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 cheff26 = using q68a, q68b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you felt that your drinking had a harmful effect 

F) on your health? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 chefg26 = using q66a, q66b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you felt that your drinking had a harmful effect 

G) on your finacial position? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Japan: 

 chefa – chefg = q46_a – q46_g: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 chefa – chefg = p42a – p42g: same as core question 

India: 

 chefa – chefg = effwork – efffin: same as core question 

Australia: 

 chefa – chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 chefa32 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your ..? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc32 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your   ? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 
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 chefe32 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 cheff32 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

F) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 chefa33 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your ….? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc33 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your home …? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe33 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 cheff33 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

B) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 chefa34 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your ….? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  
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 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc34 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe34 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg34 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your ..? 

F) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 chefa35 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc35 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

B) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe35 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  
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 cheff35 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

F) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 chefa36 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc36 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe36 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

D) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 cheff36 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 chefa37 = studies: Felt that your drinking harmed your ….? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefb not surveyed 
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 chefc37 = homelife: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe37 = social: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 cheff37 = health: Felt that your drinking harmed your …? 

F) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 chefg ot surveyed 

Ireland: 

 chefa38 = q11g: Felt that your drinking harmed your work or studies? 

A) work or studies 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know/no answer 3  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc38 = q11f: Felt that your drinking harmed your home life or marriage? 

C) homelife or marriage 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know/no answer 3  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe38 = q11e: Felt that your drinking harmed your friendship or social life? 

E) friendship or social life 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know/no answer 3  

 cheff38 = q11h: Felt that your drinking harmed your health? 

F) health 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know/no answer 3  

 chefg not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Belize: 

 chefa – chefe: same as core question 

 cheff not surveyed 

 chefg: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Peru: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 chefa44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect….  

A) on your work, studies or employment opportunities? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 chefb44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

B) on your housework or chores around the house? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 chefc44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

C) on your marriage/intimate relationship? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 chefd44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

D) on your relationship with other family members, including your children? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 chefe44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

E) on your friendships or social life? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cheff44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

F) on your health? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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 chefg44 = K1: During the last 12 months, has YOUR drinking had a harmful effect…. 

G) on your finances? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

USA III: 

 chefa45 based on d5a, d5b: Now thinking about your entire lifetime, was there ever a time 

when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on (READ ITEM): (If yes to “a” and 

current drinker, ask b immediately)  

A) your work and employment opportunities? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 chefb not surveyed 

 chefc45 based on d3a, d3b: Now thinking about your entire lifetime, was there ever a time 

when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on (READ ITEM): (If yes to “a” and 

current drinker, ask b immediately)  

C) your homelife or marriage? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 chefd not surveyed 

 chefe45 based on d1a, d2b: Now thinking about your entire lifetime, was there ever a time 

when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on (READ ITEM): (If yes to “a” and 

current drinker, ask b immediately)  

E) your friendschips and social life? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 cheff45 based on d6a, d6b: Now thinking about your entire lifetime, was there ever a time 

when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on (READ ITEM): (If yes to “a” and 

current drinker, ask b immediately)  

F) your health? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  
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 chefg45 based on d4a, d4b: Now thinking about your entire lifetime, was there ever a time 

when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on (READ ITEM): (If yes to “a” and 

current drinker, ask b immediately)  

G) your financial possition? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

New Zealand: 

 chefa – chefg: same as core question 

 

43. In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences?  CEXP 

a. Have you had trouble with the law about your 

drinking and driving? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

b. Have you had an illness connected with your 

drinking that kept you from working on your 

regular activities for a week or more? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

c. Have you lost a job, or nearly lost one, 

because of your drinking? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

d. Have people annoyed you by criticizing your 

drinking? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

e. Has your spouse or someone you lived with 

threatened to leave or actually left because of 

your drinking? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

f. Have you lost a friendship because of your 

drinking? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

g. Have you gotten in a fight while drinking? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

Switzerland: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 
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Germany: 

 cexpa02 = using cexpa02a, cexpa02b, cexpa02c, cexpa02d, cexpa02e (trouble with the law) 

A) trouble with the law about your drinking and driving 

 never 1  

 yes, in the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cexpb not surveyed 

 cexpc02 = using cexpc02a, cexpc02b, cexpc02c ((near) job loss due to alcohol) 

C) lost a job or nearly lost one because of your drinking 

 never 1  

 yes, in the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cexpd not surveyed 

 cexpe02 = using cexpe02a, cexpe02b, cexpe02c ((near) separation/divorce due to alcohol) 

E) has your spouse or someone you lived with threatened to leave or actually left because of 

your drinking? 

 never 1  

 yes, in the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cexpf02 = using cexpf02a, cexpf02b, cexpf02c (loss of friendship due to alcohol) 

F) have you lost a friendship because of your drinking? 

 never 1  

 yes, in the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cexpg02 = using cexpg02a, cexpg02b, cexpg02c (physical altercation due to alcohol) 

G) have you gotten in a fight while drinking? 

 never 1  

 yes, in the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  
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Italy: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 

France:  

 cexpa – cexpc not surveyed 

 cexpd04 = using q255 (skip = dfuo_04f ―never any alc before‖): Have those close to you ever 

made any comments on your consumption of alcohol?: 

D) have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 96  

 cexpe – cexpg not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cexpa – cexpg = p38a – p38g: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 cexpa – cexpc = q42@1 – q42@3: same as core question 

 cexpd not surveyed 

 cexpe – cexpg = q42@5 – q42@7: same as core question 

Israel: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 cexpa, cexpd, cexpf not surveyed,  

 cexpb08 = p99B: Have you ever been ill due to the inappropriate use of alcoholic beverages, 

which prevented you from engaging in your normal activities for a week or more? (in the last 

12 months) 

B) had an illness 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cexpc08 = p102B: Have you ever lost your job or nearly lost your job because of drinking? (in 

the last 12 months) 

C) lost or nearly lost a job 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cexpe08 = p113B: Did your spouse or the person you were living with threaten to leave you 

because of your drinking? (in the last 12 months) 

E) spouse or partner threatened to leave 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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 cexpg08 = p106B: Have you ever started a fight with someone from outside your family when 

you‘ve been drinking? (in the last 12 months) 

G) fight with someone from outside of the family 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Sweden: 

Attention: Sweden uses a different skip order!! All persons, who drink very seldom or during the past 

12 months never more than 2 drinks per occasion (Q34=0 or 1 or Q36=2) were not surveyed on these 

questions! 

 cexpa09=using cexpa09a, cexpa09b, cexpa09c, cexpa09d, and cexpa09e 

Remark: Different skips were used! 

A) Have you had trouble with the law about your drinking and driving? 

 no 1  

 Yes, once or twice 2  

 Yes, three or more times 3  

 cexpb – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg09 = using cexpg09a, cexpg09b, cexpg09c, and cexp09gd 

Remark: Different skips were used! 

G) Have you gotten into a fight while drinking? 

 no 1  

 Yes, once or twice 2  

 Yes, three or more times 3  

Finland: 

 cexpa – cexpc not surveyed 

 cexpd10 = reamoit: Has it occurred during the last 12 months that 

Remark: Does not mean criticism for drinking too little; ££ skips are not clear ££ 

D) you have been criticized for your drinking by someone near? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cexpe10 = reapuol: Has it occurred during the last 12 months that 

Remark: £ skips are not clear ££ 

E) your wife/husband/partner has left you or threatened to leave you because of your 

drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cexpf not surveyed 
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 cexpg10 = kskasik: Next I shall mention some situations which may arise when using alcohol. 

Mark for each whether you have found yourself in similar situations during the past 12 months 

G) you have been caught in a scuffle or fight? 

 never 1  

 1-2 times 2  

 3 times or more 3  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg11 = using a_76_6: In connection with your own use of alcohol have 7you over the last 

12 months come to blows or got into a fist fight? 

G) Have you gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, 1-2 times 2  

 yes, several times 3  

The Netherlands: 

 cexpa, cexpe, cexpf, and cexpg not surveyed 

 cexpb12 = using rasch15: Was alcohol consumption (among other things) the cause of staying 

in a hospital or clinic? (in the last 12 months) 

B) illness due to alcohol 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 8  

 cexpc12 = using rasch17: During the last 12 month, did you actually lose your work or almost 

lose it because of your drinking (in the last 12 months)? 

C) lost a job or nearly lost a job 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 8  

 cexpd12 = using rasch13: Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking (in the last 12 

months)? 

D) people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 8  

Austria: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 
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Czech Republic: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg14 = q50: Has it happened to you in the last 12 months, that you  

G) got in a fight while drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three and more times 3  

Hungary: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 cexpa – cexpg same as core question 

Iceland: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

Note: see also additionals: During the past 12 months, how often .. 

add20_18 = V61: have you driven a car under the influence? 

add21_18 = V62: has the police intervened because you have been intoxicated in a public 

place? 

 cexpg18 = V51: same as core question 

Denmark: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg19 = a63: During the last 12 months, have you gotten in a fight while drinking? (If yes: 

did it happen more than once?) 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 yes, more than once 1  

 yes, once 2  

 no 3  

 refused 4  

Sri Lanka: 

 cexpa – cexpg = cexp_43a – cexp_43g: same as core question 

Remark: cexpf (cexp_43f) and cexpg (cexp_43g) only contain codes ―1‖ or ―0‖??? 

Nigeria: 

 cexpa21 – cexpg21: same as core question 

Remark: Created from lifetime and 12 months 

Kazakhstan: 

 cexpa – cexpg = 602(43): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cexpa – cexpg: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 cexpa – cexpc not surveyed 

 cexpd24 using cexpd24a, cexpd24b (cqcritic): combines DCS19A and DCS19B, equals 0 if R 

indicated did not have drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive 

responses in part (a) 

D) How often been annoyed by people criticizing your drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cexpe – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg24 using cexpg24a, cexpg24b (cqfight): combines DCS18A and DCS18B, equals 0 if R 

indicated did not have drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive 

responses in part (a) 

G) How often gotten into a physical fight during or after drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

USA I:  

 cexpa - cexpc: not surveyed 

 cexpd25 = f133n140: Has any of the following happened to you in the past 12 months? 

D) People annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cexpe – cexpf: not surveyed 

 cexpg25 = f134n141: Has any of the following happened to you in the past 12 months? 

G) You started a fight with someone outside your family when you habe been drinking? 

Remark: see chefc25 for partners 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA II: 

 cexpa not surveyed, same as cinj_26 
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 cexpb26 = using q99a, q99b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you have had the following experience? 

B) Have you had an illness connected with drinking which kept you from working on your 

regular activities for a week or more? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 cexpc26 = using q102a, q102b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

C) Have your lost a job, or nearly lost one, because of drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 cexpd26 = using q239a, q239b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

D) Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 cexpe26 = using q106a, q106b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

E) Spouse or someone you lived with threatened to leave you because of your drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

 cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg26 = using q91a, q91b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you have had the following experience? 

G) Have gotten in a fight wile drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer 8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 cexpa27 – cexpg27: using cexpa27-cexpg27 

Remark: Lifetime experience see appendixes. 
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Japan: 

 cexpa – cexpg = q47_2a – q47_2g: same as core question 

Remark: Questions concerning ―So far‖ experiences in ―add‖. 

Costa Rica: 

 cexpa – cexpg = p43a – p43g: same as core question 

India: 

 cexpa – cexpg = trlaw – fight: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cexpa – cexpg not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg32 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

ECAS: Italy: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg33 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

ECAS: France: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg34 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg35 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  
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ECAS: Sweden: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg36 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

ECAS: Finland: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg37 = fight: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

Ireland: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg38 = q11a: Got into a fight when you had been drinking? 

G) gotten in a fight while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

Uruguay: 

 cexpa – cexpg: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cexpa – cexpg: same as core question 

Remark: see also additionals 

Belize: 

 cexpa – cexpf not surveyed 

 cexpg: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 cexpa: same as core question 

 cexpb = using 43_c: same as core question 

 cexpc = using 43_d: same as core question 

 cexpd = using 43_g: same as core question 

 cexpe – cexpf: same as core question 

 cexpg = using 44B: same as core question 
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Peru: 

 cexpa: same as core question 

 cexpb = using 43_c: same as core question 

 cexpc = using 43_d: same as core question 

 cexpd = using 43_e: same as core question 

 cexpe = using 43_f: same as core question 

 cexpf = using 43_g: same as core question 

 cexpg = using 53_h: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cexpa44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

A) trouble with the law about your drinking and driving 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpb44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

B) an illness connected with your drinking that kept you from working on your regular 

activities for a week or more? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpc44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

C) have you lost a job or nearly lost one because of your drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpd44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

D) have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpe44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

E) your partner or someone you lived with threatened to leave or actually left because of 

your drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpf44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

F) have you lost a friendship because of your drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cexpg44 = K2: In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? 

G) have you gotten in a fight while drinking? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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USA III: 

 cexpa45 based on e15a & e15b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

A) I have been arrested for driving after drinking./Did this happen in the last 12 months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 cexpb45 based on e18a & e18b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

B) I had an illness connected with drinking which kept me from working on my regular 

activities for a week or more./Did this happen in the last 12 months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 cexpc45 based on e29a & e29b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

C) I have lost a job, or nearly lost one, because of drinking./Did this happen in the last 12 

months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 cexpd45 based on g2a & g2b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

D) Have people ever annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?/Did this happen in the last 

12 months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  
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 cexpe45 based on e25a & e25b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

E) A spouse or someone I lived with threatened to leave me because of my drinking./Did 

this happen in the last 12 months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

 cexpf45 based on g7b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

F) During the past 12 months, have you lost friends, girlfriends or boyfriends because of 

your drinking? 

Remark: asked only of current drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 exdrinkers, abstainers -9  

 cexpg45 based on e10a & e10b: Here are some experiences that many people have reported in 

conncection with drinking. As I read each item, please tell me if this has ever happened to 

you?  

G) I have gotten in a fight while drinking./Did this happen in the last 12 months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainers -8  

New Zealand: 

 cexpa – cexpg: same as core question 
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44. How often during the last 12 months have you …… CBEH 

 Daily or 

almost 

daily 

Weekly Monthly Less than 

monthly 

Never 

a. drunk enough to feel the effects of the 

alcohol—for example, your speech was 

slurred and/or you had trouble walking 

steadily? 

4 3 2 1 0 

b. had a headache and/or felt nauseated as a 

result of your drinking? 

4 3 2 1 0 

c. taken a drink to get over any of the bad after-

effects of drinking? 

4 3 2 1 0 

d. felt sick or found yourself shaking when you 

cut down or stopped drinking? 

4 3 2 1 0 

e. found that you were not able to stop drinking 

once you had started? 

4 3 2 1 0 

f. failed to do what was normally expected from 

you because of drinking? 

4 3 2 1 0 

g. needed a first drink in the morning to get 

yourself going after a heavy drinking session? 

4 3 2 1 0 

h. had a feeling of guilt or remorse after 

drinking?  

4 3 2 1 0 

i. been unable to remember what happened the 

night before because you had been drinking? 

4 3 2 1 0 

Switzerland: 

 cbeha – cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe - cbehg = talko09 – talko11: same as core qeustion 

 cbehh = talko13: same as core question 

 cbehi = talko12: same as core question 

Germany: 

 cbeha – cbehb not surveyed 

 cbehc02 = using cbehc02a, cbehc02b, cbehc02c (Have you drunk in order to relieve physical 

pain?) 

C) taken a drink to get over any of the bad after-effects of drinking 

 no 0  

 yes 1  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  
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 cbehd02 = using cbehd02a, cbehd02b, cbehd02c, cbehd02d, cbehd02e, cbehd02f, cbehd02g, 

cbehd02h, cbehd02i, cbehd02j, cbehd02k (Alcohol – withdrawal symptoms) 

D) felt sick or found yourself shaking when you cut down or stopped drinking 

 no 0  

 yes 1  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cbehe02 = using cbehe02a, cbehe02b, cbehe02c (Have you drunk more or more often than 

intended?) 

E) found that you were not able to stop dinking once you had started 

 no 0  

 yes 1  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cbehf – cbehi not surveyed 

Italy:  

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed (see additionals) 

France:  

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

Remark: see appendix for cbehg – cbehh 

Spain:  

 cbeha – cbehi = p39a – p39i: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 cbeha06 = q40@1: In the last 12 months, have you  

A) had so much to drink that it was hard to speak clearly or to walk steadily? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

 cbehb06 = q40@2: In the last 12 months, have you 

B) had a headache and/ or felt nauseated as a result of your drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  
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 cbehc and cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe06 = q40@7: In the last 12 months, have you 

E) found that you were not able to stop drinking once you had started? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

 cbehf06 = q40@5: In the last 12 months, have you  

F) failed to do what was normally expected from you because of drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

 cbehg06 = q40@6: In the last 12 months, have you . 

G) needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

 cbehh06 = q40@3: In the last 12 months, have you 

H) had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  
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 cbehi06 = q40@4: In the last 12 months, have you 

I) been unable to remember what happened the night before because you had been 

drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

Israel: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed (cbehf see additionals) 

Mexico: 

 cbehc, cbehd, cbehh not surveyed 

 cbeha08 = p89: During the last 12 months, how often have you 

Remark: p89 isn‘t in the Mexican dataset yet 

A) drunk enough to make you feel drunk / dizzy, unable to speak, barely able to remain 

standing or walk 

 every day 2  

 nearly every day (five or six times à week) 2  

 3-4 times a week 3  

 1-2 times a week 4  

 2-3 times a month 5  

 once a month 6  

 7-11 times a year 7  

 3-6 times a year 8  

 twice a year 9  

 once a year 10  

 never 12  

 cbehb08 = p119b: During the last 12 months, have you 

B) ever felt sick or vomited after drinking alcoholic beverages or the next morning 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cbehe08 = p 98b: During the last 12 months, have you 

E) ever started drinking and found it difficult to stop before you were completely drunk 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cbehf08 = p122b: During the last 12 months, have you  

F) had to stop or reduce important work or social activities due to your taste of alcoholic 

beverages 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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 cbehg08 = p118b: During the last 12 months, have you  

G) ever found that you needed a drink to avoid shaking or getting sick 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cbehi08 = p108b: During the last 12 months, have you  

I) ever got up the next day without being able to remember some of the things you did 

while you were drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Sweden 

 cbeha09 = vingla: How many times have you drunk so much that your speech was slurred or 

you had trouble walking steadily? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) among consumers (kons12m) 

A) drunk so much that your speech was slurred or you had trouble walking 

 basically daily 1  

 4-5 times a week 2  

 2-3 times a week 3  

 approximately once a week 4  

 2-3 times a month 5  

 approximately once a month 6  

 only a few times in the past twelve months 7  

 once in the past twelve months 8  

 never in the past twelve months 9  

 cbehb09 = using cbehb09c, and cbehb09d 

B) has a headache and/or felt nauseated as a result of your drinking? 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 once or twice a week 3  

 once or twice a month 2  

 more seldom (than once a month) 1  

 never 0  

 cbehc not surveyed 

 cbehd09 = using cbehd09c, and cbehd09d 

D) felt sick or found yourself shaking when you cut down or stopped drinking? 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 once or twice a week 3  

 once or twice a month 2  

 more seldom (than once a month) 1  

 never 0  
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 cbehe09 = audit4: How often during the last year have you found that you were unable to stop 

drinking once you had started? 

Remark: only surveyed among consumers (kons12m) 

E) Found that you were unable to stop drinking once you had started 

 never 1  

 more seldom than once a month 2  

 every month 3  

 every week 4  

 daily or almost daily 5  

 cbehf09 = audit5: How often during the last year have you failed to do what was normally 

expected of you because of your drinking?  

Remark: only surveyed among consumers (kons12m) 

F) Failed to do what was normally expected of you because of your drinking 

 never 1  

 more seldom than once a month 2  

 every month 3  

 every week 4  

 daily or almost daily 5  

 cbehg09 = audit6: How often during the last year have you needed a first drink in the morning 

to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session?  

Remark: only surveyed among consumers (kons12m) 

G) Needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session 

 never 1  

 more seldom than once a month 2  

 every month 3  

 every week 4  

 daily or almost daily 5  

 cbehh09 = audit7: How often during the last year have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse 

after drinking?  

Remark: only surveyed among consumers (kons12m) 

H) Feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking 

 never 1  

 more seldom than once a month 2  

 every month 3  

 every week 4  

 daily or almost daily 5  

 cbehi09 = audit8: How often during the last year have you been unable to remember what 

happened the night before because you had been drinking?  

Remark: only surveyed among consumers (kons12m) 

I) Unable to remember what happended the night before because you had been drinking 

 never 1  

 more seldom than once a month 2  

 every month 3  

 every week 4  

 daily or almost daily 5  
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Finland: 

 cbeha10 = kuhumal: How often do you drink enough to really feel it? 

Remark: see appendix for additional variable 

A) Drink enough to really feel it 

 daily 1  

 4-5 times weekly 2  

 2-3 times weekly 3  

 once a week 4  

 2-3 times monthly 5  

 approximately once a month 6  

 approximately once during a couple of months 7  

 3-4 times a year 8  

 once or twice a year 9  

 less than once a year 10  

 never 11  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cbehb10 = kraptih: How often have you suffered from the effects of hangover as a result of 

using alcohol during the past 12 months? 

B) Suffered from the effects of a hangover 

 daily 1  

 4-5 times weekly 2  

 2-3 times weekly 3  

 once a week 4  

 2-3 times monthly 5  

 approximately once a month 6  

 approximately once during a couple of months 7  

 3-4 times a year 8  

 once or twice a year 9  

 less than once a year 10  

 never 11  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cbehc - cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe10 = lopvaik: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 

 cbehf10 = laiminly: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 

 cbehg10 = krryyppy: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 
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 cbehh10 = katumus: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 

 cbehi10 = muistika: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 

Norway: 

 cbeha11 = using cbeha11a and cbeha11b: Approximately how often during the last 12 months 

have you 

A) drunk so much that you felt you were distinctively intoxicated 

 |____|____|____| number of times   

 cbehb11 = a_79_2: During the last 12 months have you on 

B) the day after you drank had a headache, been nauseated or felt unwell in another way 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, multiple times 3  

 cbehc - cbehi not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 cbehb, cbehd, cbehf, and cbehg not surveyed 

 cbeha12 = using qfv6: How often in the last 6 months 

A) have you been tipsy or drunk 

 daily or almost daily (3-7 a week) 4  

 1-2 a week 3  

 1-3 a month 2  

 less than monthly (1-5 per half a year) 1  

 never 0  

 cbehc12 = using rasch6: Did you in the last 12 months 

C) drink directly after getting out of bed to calm your nerves or get rid of a hangover 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 not applicable 8  

 cbehe12 = using rasch5: In the last 12 months 

E) could you, after a few glasses, always stop drinking when you wanted  

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 not applicable 8  

 cbehh12 = rasch19: Have you in the last 12 months 

H) felt guilty after drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 not applicable 8  
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 cbehi12 =rasch20: Have you in th last 12 months 

I) been unable to remember what happened in the night before because you had been 

drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 not applicable 8  

Austria: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cbeha = q51a: Same as core question 

 cbehb14 = q51b: How often during the last 12 months have you 

B) had a headache and/or felt nauseated? 

 every day or nearly every day 4  

 once per week 3  

 once per month 2  

 less than once per month 1  

 never 0  

 cbehc – cbehe = q51c – q51e: Same as core question 

 cbehf14 = q51f: How often during the last 12 months have you 

F) been unable due to drinking to do something that you are normally abel to do? 

 every day or nearly every day 4  

 once per week 3  

 once per month 2  

 less than once per month 1  

 never 0  

 cbehg – cbehh = q51g – q51h: Same as core question 

 cbehi14 = q51i: How often during the last 12 months have you 

I) been unable to remember in the morning what all happened the night before while you 

were drinking? 

 every day or nearly every day 4  

 once per week 3  

 once per month 2  

 less than once per month 1  

 never 0  

Hungary: 

 cbeha15 = B14a: In the last 12 months, have you 

A) had enough to drink that it was hard to speak clear or to walk steadily? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  
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 cbehb15 = B14b: In the last 12 months, have you 

B) had a headache and/or felt nauseated as a result of drinking? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

 cbehc – cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe15 = B14g: In the last 12 months, have you 

E) found that yourself were not able to stop drinking once you had started? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

 cbehf15 = B14e: In the last 12 months, have you 

F) failed to do what was normally expected from you because of drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

 cbehg15 = B14f: In the last 12 months, have you 

G) needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

 cbehh15 = B14c: In the last 12 months, have you 

H) had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

 cbehi15 = B14d: In the last 12 months, have you 

I) been unable to remember what happened the night before because you had been drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes more times 3  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 Sample A 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 
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 Sample B:  

 cbeha17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

A) drunk enough to feel the effects of the alcohol - for example, your speech was slurred 

and/or you had trouble walking steadily 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehb not surveyed 

 cbehc17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

C) taken a drink to get over any of the bad after-effects of drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehd17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

D) felt sick or found yourself shaking when you cut down or stopped drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehe17: How often during the last 12 months have you found that 

E) you were not able to stop drinking once you had started 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehf17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

F) failed to do what was normally expected from you because of drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehg17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

G) needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cbehh17: How often during the last 12 months have you 

H) had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  
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 cbehi17: How often during the last 12 months have you been 

I) unable to remember what happened the night before because you had been drinking 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

Iceland: 

 cbeha – cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe = V53: same as core question 

Remark: invers kodiert: 5 = 0 (never), 1 (daily or almost daily) 

 cbehf = V56: same as core question  

Remark: invers kodiert: 5 = 0 (never), 1 (daily or almost daily) 

 cbehg = V52: same as core question  

Remark: invers kodiert: 5 = 0 (never), 1 (daily or almost daily) 

 cbehh18 = V54: During the past 12 months, have you 

H) regretted something you said or did while drinking 

 daily or almost daily 1  

 weekly 2  

 once or twice a month 3  

 more seldom than once a month 4  

 never 5  

 non response (mail survey) 97  

 non response (telephone survey) 98  

 don‘t know 99  

 cbehi18 = V55: same as core question 

Denmark: 

 cbeha – cbehi = a64_1 – a64_9: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 cbeha – cbehi = cbeh_44a – cbeh_44i: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cbeha – cbehi = 603(44): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 cbeha24 = cqfeltfx based on DCS9A and DCS9B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a)?  

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

A) How often had enough to drink so that you felt the effects of the alcohol (e.g. speech 

slurred, trouble walking steadily) 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehb24 = cqqueasy based on DCS10A and DCS10B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a)  

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

C) How often had enough to drink that you had a headache or felt nauseated 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehc24 = cqdkfixfx based on DCS11A and DCS11B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a)  

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

D) How often had a drink to get over the bad after-effects of drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehd24 = cqsiccut based on DCS12A and DCS12B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a)  

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

E) How often felt sick or found yourself shaking when you cut down or stopped drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  
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 cbehe24 = cqnostop based on DCS13A and DCS13B 

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

F) How often found that you were unable to stop drinking once started 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehf24 = cqexpect based on DCS14A and DCS14B 

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

G) How often failed to do what was expected from you because of drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehg24 = cqmorning based on DCS15A and DCS15B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on both of previous questions 

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

H) How often needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy 

drinking session 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

 cbehh24 = cqguilt based on DCS16A and DCS16B: equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a) 

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

I) How often had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  
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 cbehi24 = cqforget Combines DCS17A and DCS17B, equals 0 if R indicated did not have 

drinking problem on two of previous questions and had no positive responses in part (a) 

Remark: abstainers and infrequent/light drinkers (i.e. drank less than once a month and never 

more than 2 drinks per day) have not been asked this question. 

J) How often been unable to remember what happened the night before because you had 

been drinking 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 no, never (in the last 12 months)/R says something like they 

do not drink enough to have this happen or that they do not 

have a drinking problem 

0  

USA I: 

 cbeha25 = f112n119: And about how often in the last 12 months did you drink enough to feel 

drunk – that is, where drinking noticeably affected your thinking, talking, and behavior 

A) Drunk enough to feel the effects 

 5 times a week or more 8  

 3 to 4 times a week 7  

 once or twice a week 6  

 1 to 3 times a months 5  

 8 to 11 times in 12 months 4  

 4 to 7 times in 12 months 3  

 1 to 3 times in 12 months 2  

 never in those 12 months 1  

 cbehb – cbehi = f141a148 –f141h148: same as core question 

USA II: 

 cbeha26 = q47: How often in the past year did you drink enough to feel the effects? 

A) Drunk enough to feel the effects 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

 cbehb26 = using q119a, q119b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

B) Were sick or vomited after drinking or the morning after drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  
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 cbehc26 = using q118a, q118b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

C) Found that you needed a drink to keep from getting the shakes or becoming sick 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

 cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe26 = using q98a, q98b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you have had the following experience? 

E) Once you started drinking found it was difficult to stop before you became completely 

intoxicated 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

 cbehf26 = using q122a, q12b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

F) Have given up or reduced important work or social activities for your drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

 cbehg26 = using q84a, q84b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 months) 

when you have had the following experience? 

G) Have taken a strong drink in the morning to get over the effects of last night‘s drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

 cbehh26 = using q240a, q240b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

H) Have you ever felt bad or guilty about your drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  
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 cbehi26 = using q110a, q110b: Was there ever a time (if yes… was it during the last 12 

months) when you have had the following experience? 

I) Have awakened the next day not being able to remember some of the things you had 

done while drinking 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cbeha – cbehi = q48_a – q48_i: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 cbeha – cbehi = p44a – p44: same as core question  

India: 

 cbeha – cbehi = speech – losememor: same as core question  

Australia: 

 cbeha – cbehd not surveyed 

 cbehe – cbehi = q6 – q10: same as core question 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 cbeha – cbehi not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 

Belize: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 cbeha42 = 44_a and 44_g (max. value): How often during the last 12 months have you… 

A) drunk enough to feel the effects of the alcohol – for example, your speech was slurred 

and/or you had trouble walking steadily? 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehb42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

B) had a headache and/or felt nauseated as a result of your drinking 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehc42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

C) taken a drink to get over the bad after-effects of drinking 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehd42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

D) felt sick or found yourself shaking when you cut down or stopped drinking 

 Daily 5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  
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 cbehe42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

E) found that you were unable to stop drinking once started 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehf: not surveyed 

 cbehg42 using 44_f: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

G) needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a heavy drinking session 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehh42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

H) had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 cbehi42: How often during the last 12 months have you… 

I) been unable to remember what happened the night before because you had been drinking 

 daily  5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  

Peru: 

 cbeha43 – cbehi43= p44a - p44i. How often during the last 12 months have you… 

 Daily 5  

 5-6 times per week 4  

 Weekly 3  

 Monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 Never 0  

 

Remark: there are no ‗5-6 times per week‘ nor ‗daily‘ answers in the data. 

Australia II: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question (During the LAST 12 MONTHS how often have you…) 

Remark: only to Drin1=2 
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 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

cbeha45 based on b21: How often in the past twelve months did you drink enough to feel 

drunk? 

Remark: only asked of drinkers 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 not asked -8  

 cbehb45 using f3a & f3b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

B) I was sick or vomited after drinking or the morning after drinking? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

 cbehc45 using f2a & f2b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

C) I found that I needed a drink to keep me from getting the shakes or becoming sick? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

 cbehd: not surveyed 

 cbehe45 using e17a & e17b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

E) Once I started drinking it was difficult for me to stop before I became completely 

intoxicated? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  
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 cbehf45 using f6a & f6b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

F) I have given up or reduced important work or social activities for my drinking? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

 cbehg45 using g4a & g4b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

G) Have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning to steady your nerves or get rid of a 

hangover? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

 cbehh45 using g3a & g3b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

G) Have you ever feld bad or guilty about your drinking? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

 cbehi45 using g5a & g5b: Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

H) Has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while you were 

drinking that you could not remember? 

Remark: asked only of drinkers and ex-drinkers 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainer (not asked) -8  

New Zealand: 

 cbeha – cbehi: same as core question 
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45. Have you or someone else been injured as a result of your drinking? CINJ 

 Yes, during the last year 4 

Yes, but not in the last year 2 

Never 0 

Switzerland: 

 cinj = talho07: same as core question 

Germany: 

 cinj_02 = using cinj_02a, cinj_02b, cinj_02c (In the last 12 months, were you often in 

situations where someone could have been injured?) 

 no 0  

 yes 1  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cinj = p40: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 cinj_08 = using p105A_3 and p105B_3: Have you ever hit or attacked someone or hit them 

with something when you‘ve been drinking? 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

Sweden: 

 cinj = audit9: same as core question 

Remark: only surveyed among current consumers (kons12m) 

Finland: 

 cinj = tapaturm: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement ££ 
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Norway: 

 cinj_11 = a_80_3: Have you during the last 12 months experienced that you been physically 

injured by an intoxicated person? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, multiple times 3  

The Netherlands: 

 cinj_12 = rasch21: Have you or someone else been injured as a result of your drinking?( last 

12 months) 

 yes 4  

 no 1  

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cinj = q52: same as core question 

Hungary: 

 cinj_15 = B16: In the last 12 months, has your drinking contributed to an accident where you 

or someone else was hurt? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 cinj: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 cinj = V58: same as core question 

Denmark: 

 cinj = a65: same as core 

Sri Lanka: 

 cinj = cinj_45: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cinj = 604(45): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cinj: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 cinj_24= using cinj_24a, cinj_24b based on cqinjury (DCS23A, DCS23B): Have you or 

someone else been injured as a result of your drinking 

 yes in past 12 months 4  

 yes but not in past 12 months 2  

 no, neve/R says something like they do not drink enough to 

have this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

USA I: 

 cinj_25 = f141i148: Have you or someone else been injured as a result of your drinking? How 

often during the last 12 months has this happened? 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  

USA II: 

 cinj_26 = using q93a, q93b, q94a, q94b: Have you or someone else been injured as a result of 

your drinking? 

My drinking contributed to getting hurt in an accident in car or elsewhere 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

 lifetime abstainer -8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cinj = q49: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 cinj = p45: same as core question 

India: 

 cinj = injury: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cinj using q11: same as core question 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Belize: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cinj: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cinj: same as core question (Have you or someone else ever been injured as a result of your 

drinking?) 

Remark: for drink1=1 or 2. 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  
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USA III: 

 cinj_45 = using e12a, e12b, e13a & e13b: Have you or someone else been injured as a result 

of your drinking? 

My drinking contributed to getting involved in an accident in which someone else was hurt, 

or property, such as a car was damaged (did this happen within the last twelve months?) 

My drinking contributed to getting hurt in an accident in a car or elsewhere (did this happen 

within the last twelve months?) 

 yes, during the last year 0  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 4  

 don‘t know 8  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainer -8  

New Zealand: 

 cinj: same as core question 

 

46. Has a relative or friend or a doctor or other health worker, been concerned 

about your drinking or suggested you cut down? CRED 

 Yes, during the last year 4 

Yes, but not in the last year 2 

Never 0 

Switzerland: 

 cred = talho06: same as core question 

Germany: 

 cred_02 = using cred_02a, cred_02b, cred_02c, cred_02d, cred_02e, cred_02f (someone spoke 

to you about your drinking; relative, friend, acquaintance, doctor or social worker) 

 yes, during the last 12 months 4  

 yes, but not during last 12 months 2  

 no 0  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 cred_04= using cexpd04 (skip = dfuo_04f ―never any alc before‖): Have those close to you 

ever made any comments on your consumption of alcohol? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 do not know 96  
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Spain:  

 cred = p41: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 cred_08 = using cred_08a to cred_08d: Has a doctor or have your colleagues ever suggested 

you cut down on your drinking? 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

Sweden: 

 cred = audit10: same as core question 

Remark: only surveyed among current consumers (kons12m) 

Finland: 

 cred = huolest: same as core question 

Remark: from the extra questionnaire administered by the respondents selves; abstainers: 

normal measurement 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 cred_12 = using cred_12a and cred_12b: Did your partner or other near relatives worry about 

your drinking, or complain about your drinking or did a doctor advise you to reduce your 

drinking or to stop drinking?( last 12 months) 

 yes 4  

 no 1  

 not applicable 8  

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sampel A & B 

 cred: same as core question 
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Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cred = cred_46: same as core question 

Remark: Caution, variable values are now ―4/3/0‖ 

Nigeria: 

 cred: same as core question 

Note to researcher: Q.44e – I, Q. 45, and Q. 46 are coded to be consistent with the 

AUDIT. 

Kazakhstan: 

 cred = 605(46): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cred: same as core question 

Canada: 

 cred_24= using cred_24a – cred_24d based on cutdown (DCS25, DCS26, DCS29A, 

DCS29B): equals 0 if R indicated did not have drinking problem on two of previous questions 

and had no positive responses in part (b) - Has your spouse/partner, child(ren) or health 

worker/doctor suggested/tried to get you to cut down on amount you drink 

 yes in past 12 months 4  

 yes but not in past 12 months (doctor/health worker only) 2  

 no, neve/R says something like they do not drink enough to 

have this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem 

0  

USA I: 

 cred_25 = f141j148: Has a relative or friend or a doctor or other health worker, been 

concerned about your drinking or suggested you cut down? How often during the last 12 

months has this happened? 

 daily or almost daily 4  

 weekly 3  

 monthly 2  

 less than monthly 1  

 never 0  
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USA II: 

 cred_26 = using q101a, q101b, q103a, q103b, q129a, q129c, q130a, q130c, q131a, q131c, 

q132a, q132c, q133a, q133c, q134a, q134c, q135a, q135c, q136a, q136c: Has a relative or 

friend or a doctor or other health worker or someone else, been concerned about your drinking 

or suggested you cut down? 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 cred: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cred = q50: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 cred = p46: same as core question 

India: 

 cred = suggest: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cred using q12: same as core question 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 cred: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cred: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 cred: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cred: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cred: same as core question (Has a relative or friend or a doctor or other health worker ever 

been concerned about your drinking or suggested you cut down?) 

Remark: for drink1=1 or 2. 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 cred_45 = using g8a/b – g14a/b, 420a/b, e22a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people 

who might have like you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please 

tell mi if that person ever felt this way (spouse or someone you lived with; a parent; any other 

relative; girlfriend or boyfriend; anyone else you lived with; other friend; employer, 

supervisor, or co-worker; physician; people at work) 

 yes, during the last year 4  

 yes, but not in the last year 2  

 never 0  

 refused 7  

 life-time abstainer -8  

New Zealand: 

 cred: same as core question 
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47. During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less 

or cut down on your drinking?  CYRE 

a. Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-

cohabiting) partner? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

b. Your child or children? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

c. Some other female member of your 

family? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

d. Some other male member of your family? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

e. Someone at your work or at school? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

f. A female friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

g. A male friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

h. A doctor or health worker? NO 1 (SKIP TO Q. 49) 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 (SKIP TO Q. 49) 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 (SKIP TO Q. 49) 

Switzerland: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Germany: 

 cyrea02 = using cyrea02a, cyrea02b and cyrea02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking? 

A) Partner 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  
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 cyreb02 = using cyreb02a, cyreb02b and cyreb02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking? 

B) Your child/children 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cyrec02 = using cyrec02a, cyrec02b and cyrec02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking? 

Remark: Sexes are combined 

C) Other relative 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cyred not surveyed (see additionals) 

 cyree02 = using cyree02a, cyree02b and cyree02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking? 

E) Co-worker or colleague 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cyref02 = using cyref02a, cyref02b and cyref02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking?  

Remark: Sexes are combined 

F) Friend, acquaintance 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

 cyreg not surveyed (see additionals) 
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 cyreh02 = using cyreh02a, cyreh02b and cyreh02c: During the last 12 months, have any of the 

following persons attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut 

down on your drinking? 

H) doctor or social worker 

 no 1  

 yes, during the last 12 months 2  

 yes, but not during lat 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 no response 9  

Italy: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed (see additional variables) 

France:  

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed (see additional variables) 

Spain:  

 cyrea = p42a: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

A) your spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  

 cyreb = p42b: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

B) your child or children? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  

 cyrec = p42c: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

C) some other female member of your family? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  
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 cyred = p42d: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

D) some other male member of your family? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  

 cyree = p42e: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

E) someone at your work or at school? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  

 cyref = p42f: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  

 cyreg not surveyed 

 cyreh = p42g: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your 

drinking? 

H) a doctor or health worker? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 don‘t‘ know/don‘t answer 4  
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United Kingdom: 

 cyrea = q38@1: same as core question 

 cyreb06 = q38@2: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your alcohol consumption so that you would drink less or cut down on your own 

drinking? 

B) your own child/ children 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 skip: no consumption during past 12 months 97  

 abstinent 98  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

 cyrec – cyreh = q38@3 – q38@8: same as core question 

Israel: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Sweden: 

Attention: Sweden uses a different skip order!! all persons, who drink very seldom or never more than 

2 drinks per occasion (Q34=0 or 1 or Q36=2) were not surveyed on these questions! 

 cyrea09 = using the variables cyrea09a, cyrea09b, and cyrea09c 

Remark: different skips are used! 

A) your partner, i e spouse or co-habitant? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 never had more than 2 drinks in the last 12 months 96  

 current abstainer or non-frequent drinker 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cyreb – cyred not surveyed 

 cyree09 = using the variables cyree09a, cyree09b, and cyree09c 

Remark: different skips are used! 

E) Someone at work? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 never had more than 2 drinks in the last 12 months 96  

 current abstainer or non-frequent drinker 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  
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 cyref – cyreg not surveyed 

 cyreh09 = using the variables cyreh09a, cyreh09b, and cyreh09c 

Remark: different skips are used! 

H) a doctor or some other health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 never had more than 2 drinks in the last 12 months 96  

 current abstainer or non-frequent drinker 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 cyrea10 = k138puol: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

A) your spouse / partner / girl- or boyfriend? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyreb10 = k138laps: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

B) your child or children? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyrec10 = k138nsuk: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

C) some other female family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyred10 =k138msuk: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

D) some other male family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  
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 cyree10 =k138tyo: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

Remark: unemployed persons not surveyed 

E) someone at your work or at school? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyref10 = k138nyst: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyreg10 = k138myst: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted 

to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cyreh not surveyed 

Norway: 

 cyrea11 = c_5c: Have following persons during the last year tried to make your drink less 

A) spouse/co-habitee/girl-/boyfriend 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 3  

 cyreb11 = c_5d: Have following persons during the last year tried to make your drink less 

B) children 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 3  

 cyrec11 = using c_5a, c_5b and c_5c (see additionals) 

 cyred not surveyed (see additionals) 
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 cyree11 = c_5h: Have following persons during the last year tried to make your drink less 

E) colleagues at work/school 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 3  

 cyref11 = c_5f: Have following persons during the last year tried to make your drink less 

F) female friends/acquaintances 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 3  

 cyreg11 = c_5g: Have following persons during the last year tried to make your drink less 

G) male friends/acquaintances 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 3  

 cyreh not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 cyrea – cyreg not surveyed 

 cyreh12 = using cred_12b: Did in the last 12 month a 

H) doctor advise you to cut down on your drinking or to stop drinking 

 yes 2  

 no 1  

 not applicable 8  

Austria: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cyrea14 = q53a: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

A) your spouse (partner, romantic partner)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreb14 = q53b: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

B) your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyrec14 = q53c: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

C) any other (female) member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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 cyred14 = q53d: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

D) any other (male) member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyree14 = q53e: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

E) anyone else at work or at school? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyref14 = q53f: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

F) a female friend of acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreg14 = q53g: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreh14 = q53h: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons tried to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down your drinking? 

H) a doctor or health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Hungary: 

 cyrea15 = B15a: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

A) your spouse or partner 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyreb15 = B15b: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

B) your child or children 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyrec15 = using the variables cyrec15a, and cyrec15b 

C) any other (female) member of your family 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  
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 cyred15 = using the variables cyred15a, and cyred15b 

D) any other (male) member of your family 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyree15 = B15g: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

E) someone at work or at school 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyref15 = B15h: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyreg15 = B15i: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cyreh15 = B15j: In the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

H) a doctor or health worker 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

Sample A 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core-question 

Sample B 

 cyrea – cyreg: same as core question 

 cyreh not surveyed 
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Iceland: 

 cyrea18 = V59: During the past 12 months, has your 

A) spouse/partner attempted to influence you to drink less or stop drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 have no spouse/partner 3  

 non response (mail survey) 97  

 non response (telephone survey) 98  

 don‘t know 99  

 cyreb18 = V60: During the past 12 months, has your 

B) child/children attempted to influence you to drink less or stop drinking 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 have no children/family 3  

 non response (mail survey) 97  

 non response (telephone survey) 98  

 don‘t know 99  

 cyrec – cyreh not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 cyrea19 = a70_1: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

A) Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabing) partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyreb19 = a70_2: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

B) Your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyrec19 = a70_3: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

C) Some other female member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  
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 cyred19 = a70_4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

D) Some other male member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyree19 = a70_5: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

E) Someone at your work or at school? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyref19 = a70_6: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

F) A female friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyreg19 = a70_7: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

G) A male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

 cyreh19 = a70_8: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

H) A doctor or health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 refused 4  

 will not answer 5  

Sri Lanka: 

 cyrea – cyreh = cyre_47a – cyre_47h: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 cyrea – cyreh = 606(47): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cyrea - cyreh: same as core question 

Canada: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed  

USA I: 

 cyrea = f142a149: same as core question 

 cyreb25 = f142b149: In the last 12 months, have the following persons attempted to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

B) Any other family member 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

Remark: only one question for ―child/children‖, ―other female member of your family‖ and ―other 

male member of your family‖ 

 cyrec – cryrd not surveyed, but see cyreb25 

 cyree25 = f142c149: In the last 12 months, have the following persons attempted to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

E) A friend or co-worker 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

Remark: only one question for ―co-worker‖, ―female friend or acquaintance‖ and ―male friend or 

acquaintance‖ 

 cyref – cyreg not surveyed, but see cyree25 

 cyreh = f142d149: same as core question 

USA II: 

 cyrea26 = using q129a, 129c: Have any of the following persons ever been concerned about 

your drinking or suggested you cut down? 

A) Your spouse or someone living with you 

 never 1  

 yes, during the last year 2  

 yes, but not in the last year 3  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

 cyreb – cyred not surveyed  
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 cyree26 = using q103a, 103b: Have any of the following persons ever been concerned about 

your drinking or suggested you cut down? 

E) Someone at your work or at school 

 never 1  

 yes, during the last year 2  

 yes, but not in the last year 3  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

 cyref26 = using q132a, q132c, q135a, q135c: Have any of the following persons ever been 

concerned about your drinking or suggested you cut down? 

F) A girlfriend, boyfriend or acquaintance 

 never 1  

 yes, during the last year 2  

 yes, but not in the last year 3  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

 cyreg: see cyref  

 cyreh26 = using q101a, q101b: Have any of the following persons ever been concerned about 

your drinking or suggested you cut down? 

H) A doctor or health worker 

 never 1  

 yes, during the last year 2  

 yes, but not in the last year 3  

 not asked -8  

 missing 9  

Uganda: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cyrea – cyreb = q52_a – q52_b: same as core question 

 cyrec28 = q52_c: both sexes are combined 

 cyred not surveyed 

 cyree – cyreh = q52_d – q52_g: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 cyrea – cyreh = p47a – p47h:: same as core question 

India: 

 cyrea – cyree = infspous – infatwor:: same as core question 

 cyref – cyreg = not included in dataset 

 cyreh = infdocto:: same as core question 
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Australia: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 cyrea – cyreh not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cyrea: yourspouse/partner?   cyreb - cyreh: same as core question.  

Belize: 

 cyrea41 = using q5_12a: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

A) your spouse/partner/romanting (non-cohabiting) partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreb41 = using q5_12b: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

B) your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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 cyrec41 = using q5_12c: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

C) some other female member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyred41 = using q5_12d: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

D) some other male member of your family? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyree41 = using q5_12e: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

E) someone at your wokd or at school? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyref41 = using q5_12f: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreg41 = using q5_12g: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cyreh41 = using q5_12h: During the last 12 months, has any of the following persons 

attempted to influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

H) a doctor or health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Nicaragua: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cyrea44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking? 

Remark: only to drin1=2 

A) your spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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 cyreb44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

B) your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyrec44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

C) a female member of your family (not counting partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyred44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

D) a male member of your family (not counting partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyree44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

E) someone at your wokd or where you study? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyref44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyreg44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cyreh44 = J4: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons attempted to 

influence your drinking so that you would drink less or quit drinking?  

Remark: only to drin1=2 

H) a doctor or health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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USA III: 

 cyrea45 based on g8a/b & g11a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people who might 

have like you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please tell mi if 

that person ever felt this way. 

A) a spouse or someone you lived with? Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  

 cyreb – cyred: not surveyed 

 cyree45 based on e22a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people who might have like 

you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please tell mi if that person 

ever felt this way. 

E) people at work indicated that I should cut down on drinking? Did this happen in the last 

twelve months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  

 cyref45 based on e13a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people who might have like 

you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please tell mi if that person 

ever felt this way. 

F) Did any other friend ever feel this way? Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

Remark: refers to males/females 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  

 cyreg45 based on e13a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people who might have like 

you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please tell mi if that person 

ever felt this way. 

G) Did any other friend ever feel this way? Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

Remark: refers to males/females 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  
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 cyreh45 based on e19a/b: Now I‘m going to read a list of some people who might have like 

you to drink less or act differently when you drank. For each one, please tell mi if that person 

ever felt this way. 

H) a physician suggested I cut down on drinking? Did this happen in the last twelve months? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 refused 7  

 don‘t know 8  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  

New Zealand: 

 cyrea – cyreh: same as core-question (97 = not applicable) 

 

ASK 48A–C ONLY OF CURRENT ABSTAINERS (NEVER DRANK IN THE LAST 12 

MONTHS). 

48.A. Did you ever have a drink of any beverage containing alcohol?  CAVE 

 Yes 1 (ASK Q. 48B) 

No 2 (SKIP TO Q. 49) 

Switzerland: 

 cave_01 = using the variables cave_01a, and cave_01b 

 abstainer (former drinker) 1  

 lifetime abstainer 2  

 current drinker 3  

 no response 99  

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 cave_04=using Cave_04a und Cave_04b: Did you drink any beverages containing alcohol at 

least on one occasion? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 96  

Spain:  

 cave_= p43a: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 
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Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 cave_08 = p80: Have you ever consumed an alcoholic beverage? 

 yes 1 (SKIP TO 82) 

 no 2  

Sweden: 

 cave_09 = konsliv: Have you ever in your life drunk at least one glass of alcoholic beverage? 

Remark: only current abstainers (kons12m ne 1) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current consumer 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 cave_10 = raikay: Have you ever previously used alcohol? 

Remark: only abstainers 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current drinkers 98  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 cave_11 = using cave_11a, cave_11b, cave_11c, cave_11d: ever tasted alcoholic beverages? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cave_14 = q56: Have you ever had a drink of any alcoholic beverage? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 drinker   
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Hungary: 

 cave_15 = B8: When did you last drink alcoholic beverages? 

 today 1  

 yesterday 2  

 2-3 days ago 3  

 the week before the questioning 4  

 1-2 weeks ago 5  

 3-4 weeks ago 6  

 1-3 months ago 7  

 more than 3 months ago but max. a year ago 8  

 more than a year ago 9  

 I have never drunk alcohol 0  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 cave: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 cave = V31: Have you ever drunk alcohol 

 yes 1  

 no 2 GO TO Q67 

Denmark: 

 cave = a71: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 cave = cave_48a: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cave: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cave = 607A(48A): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cave: same as core question 

Canada: 

 cave_24 = absdrinkr based on A1, A2: Have you ever drunk alcohol 

 light infrequent drinker 2  

 former drinker 1  

 never drank 0  

USA I: 

 cave = f92n99: Was there ever a time when you drank any alcoholic beverages? 

Remark: All respondents 
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USA II: 

 cave_26 = using q35d: see dfuo_26 

Uganda: 

 cave: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cave_28 = q30: Have you ever drank alcohol? 

 yes 2  

 no 1 (SKIP TO Q.39) 

Costa Rica: 

 cave: same as core question 

India: 

 cave = alcodrin: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cave_31 = q1: When was the last time you had a drink containing alcohol? 

 I have never drunk alcohol 1 (GO TO Q-16) 

 not within the past 12 months 2  

 within the past 12 months 3  

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cave: same as core question 
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Isle of Man: 

 cave: same as core question 

Belize: 

 cave: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 cave: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cave: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cave: same as core question 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 cave: same as core question 

 

48.B. How old were you when you began drinking, more than just a sip or a taste? CAAG 

|___|___| years old 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 caag_02 using dafd_02a (F62) (How old have you been when you began to drink alc. 

beverages regularly (at least once a month)? 

 ______ (age in years)   

 have never drunk alcohol regularly 96  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 caag = i13: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 
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Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 caag_08 using p 135: same as core question 

Sweden: 

 caag_09 using debut: How old were you when you first started drinking alcohol more than just 

a sip or a taste? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) and former drinkers. 

 |___|___| years old   

Finland: 

 caag_10 using aloika (see dafd): How old were you when you consumed some alcoholic 

beverage for the first time? 

 |___|___| years old   

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 caag = q57: same as core question 

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Remark: see dafd_15 

Brazil: Sample A 

 caag: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 caag_18 = V32 (see dafd_18): How old were you when you started drinking alcohol? (see also 

caag_18) 

 |____|____| years old   

Denmark: 

 caag = a72.1: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 caag = caag_48b: same as core question 
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Nigeria: 

 caag: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 caaag = 607B(48B): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 caag: same as core question 

Canada: 

 caag_24 = A2: How old were you when you first drank alcohol, more than just a sip or a taste? 

 never began to drink, always have just a sip 0  

 less than 6 years old 5  

 |__|__| enter age 6-29  

 thirty or older 30  

USA I: 

 caag_25 = f113a120: How old were you when you began to drink alcoholic beverages, more 

than just once or twice, even if you were underage? 

 |___|___| years old   

USA II: 

 caag = q55: About how old were you when you first started drinking alcoholic beverages, not 

including small tastes? 

 |___|___| years old   

Uganda: 

 caag: same as core question 

Remark: More than 60% of missing values among the former drinkers => not included in the 

work deck. 

Japan: 

 caag using q31: same as core question (see dafd) 

Costa Rica: 

 caag: same as core question 

India: 

 caag = agedrink: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 caag: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 caag: same as core question 

Belize: 

 caag: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 caag_42: How old were you when you began drinking a sip or a whole beer? 

 |___|___| years old   

Peru: 

 caag_43: How old were you when you began drinking a sip or a whole beer? 

 |___|___| years old   

Australia II: 

 caag: same as core question (How old were you when you first began drinking, more than just 

a sip or a taste?) 

 |___|___| years old   

 don‘t know / not sure -98  

 refused -99  

 only had a sip or taste -100  

USA III: 

 caag: same as core question 
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New Zealand: 

 caag: same as core question 

 

48.C. Was there ever a time when your drinking caused any problems in your life 

(for example, problems with family, health, or work, or with the law or the 

police)? CAPR 

 Yes 1 

No 2 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 capr = p43c: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 capr_08 = using capr_08h-g: Problems with authorities while you were drinking; been 

arrested; health problems; lost a job or nearly lost a job; drinking stopped your career; 

spouse/partner angry about your drinking; spouse/partner threatened to leave you  

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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Sweden: 

 capr_09 = problem: Have you earlier in your life had problems with your drinking, for 

example problems with your family, health, work, or the police? (Only former drinkers: 

kons12m=2 and konsliv=1) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current consumer 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 capr_14 = q58: Have you ever had any drinking-related problems (e.g. family problems, 

health problems, problems at work, with the law or the police)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 drinker   

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 capr: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Note: see additionals 

add22_18 = V63: Is your drinking a problem? 

add23_18 = V64: How old were you when drinking became a problem for you? 

add24_18 = V66: Where have you sought help? 

Denmark: 

 capr = a73: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 capr = capr_48c: same as core question 
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Nigeria: 

 capr: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 capr = 607C(48C): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 capr: same as core question 

Canada:  

 capr = A21 (based on A11R, A19, A21): Was there ever a time when your drinking caused 

any problems in your life, for example, problems with family, health, or work, or with the law 

or the police? 

Remark: see appendix 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA I:  

 capr_25 = gen48c01: Ever any problem consequences due to drinking? Constructed from 

F94N101 and problem consequences from 1996, 1991 and 1981 (ask Perry Benson, UND, for 

more information)  

Remark: only former drinkers were asked 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 capr: same as core question 

Japan: 

 capr = q38: same as core question 

Remark: only asked to former dirinkers 

Costa Rica: 

 capr = p48c: same as core question 

India: 

 capr = probwdrn: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 capr: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 capr: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 capr: same as core question 

Peru: 

 capr: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 capr: same as core question 

USA III: 

 capr_45 based on d1a, d3a, d4a, d5a, d6a: Now thinking of your entire lifetime, was there ever 

a time when you felt your drinking had a harmful effect on your life (friends, homelife 

finances, health) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 life-time abstainers (not asked) -8  
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New Zealand: 

 capr: same as core question 

 

49. During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more 

by someone who drinks more than you do?  CIBO 

a. Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-

cohabiting) partner? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

b. Your child or children? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

c. Some other female member of your 

family? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

d. Some other male member of your family? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

e. Someone at your work or at school? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

f. A female friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

g. A male friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

Switzerland: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Germany: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Italy: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

France:  

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Spain:  

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 
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United Kingdom: 

Attention: the British questionnaire uses a different skip order (dfuo_06a and dfuo_06b) for these 

questions, so there is a restriction on persons who have consumed alcohol during the past 12 months 

 ciboa06 = q39@1: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

A) your partner 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cibob06 = q39@2: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

B) your own child/ children 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciboc06 = q39@3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

C) some other female members of your family 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cibod06 = q39@4: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

D) some other male members of your family 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciboe06 = q39@5: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

E) someone at work or at school 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cibof06 = q39@6: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cibog06 = q39@7: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink alcohol or 

drink alcohol more by someone who drinks more than you do? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  
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Israel: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Finland: 

 ciboa10 = k145puol: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink 

more by any of the following persons… 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

A) your spouse / partner / romantic partner? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cibob10 = k145laps: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink 

more by any of the following persons… 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

B) your child or children? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 ciboc10 = using the variables ciboc10a, and ciboc10b 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

C) some other female family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  
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 cibod10 = using the variables cibod10a, and cibod10b 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

D) some other male family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 ciboe10 = k145tyo: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink 

more by any of the following persons… 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

E) a person you work with or go to school with? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cibof10 = k145nyst: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink 

more by any of the following persons… 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

 cibog10 = k145myst: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink 

more by any of the following persons… 

Remark: Attention, the question does not say that these people drink more than the 

respondent! 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 current abstainer 98  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 ciboa11 = c_7a: Have you during the last year felt pressure to drink from anyone who drinks 

more than yourself? 

Remark: if yes in c_6 

A) spouse/co-habitee / girl-or boyfriend? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  
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 cibob11 = c_7d: Have you during the last year felt pressure to drink from anyone who drinks 

more than yourself?  

Remark: if yes in c_6 

B) only grown-up children  

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 ciboc –cibod not surveyed (see additionals) 

 ciboe11 = c_7h: Have you during the last year felt pressure to drink from anyone who drinks 

more than yourself?  

Remark: if yes in c_6 

E) colleagues  

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cibof11 = c_7f: Have you during the last year felt pressure to drink from anyone who drinks 

more than yourself?  

Remark: if yes in c_6 

F) female friends  

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cibog11 = c_7g: Have you during the last year felt pressure to drink from anyone who drinks 

more than yourself?  

Remark: if yes in c_6 

G) male friends  

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

The Netherlands: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Austria: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 
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Brazil: Sample A 

 ciboa – cibod: same a core question 

 ciboe: theoretically included, but the variable is missing 

 cibof – cibog: same a core question 

Remark: ciboh17 = additional variable concerning ―doctor and health professional‖ see 

appendixes! 

Iceland: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 ciboa – cibog = cibo_49a – cibo_49g: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 ciboa – cibog = q50: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 ciboa – cibog = 608(49): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 ciboa - cibog: same as core question 

Canada: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

USA I:  

 ciboa = f143a150: same as core question 

 cibob25 = f143b150: In the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

someone who drinks more than you do? 

Remark: only one question for ―child/children‖, ―other female member of your family‖ and 

―other male member of your family‖ 

B) Any other family member 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciboc – cibod not surveyed, but see cibob25 
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 ciboe25 = f143c150: In the last 12 months, have the following persons attempted to influence 

your drinking so that you would drink less or cut down on your drinking? 

Remark: only one question for ―someone at your work or at school‖, ―female friend or 

acquaintance‖ and ―male friend or acquaintance‖ 

E) A friend or co-worker 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 cibof – cibog not surveyed, but see ciboe25 

USA II: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question 

Japan: 

 ciboa – cibob = q53_a – q53_b: same as core question 

 ciboc – cibod not surveyed 

Remark: see additional variable concerning ―other member of your family‖ 

 ciboe – cibog = q53_d – q53_f: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question 

India: 

 ciboa – cibog = sinfdr – mfinfdr: same as core question 

Remark: cibog has only missing values! 

Australia: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 
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ECAS: Finland: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question 

Ireland: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 ciboa – cibog = p49a to p49g: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 ciboa: your spouse/partner?   Cibob - cibog: same as core question.  

Belize: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question 

Peru: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 ciboa44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

A) your spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cibob44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

B) your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 ciboc = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by any 

of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

C) a female member of your family (not counting partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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 cibod44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

D) a male member of your family (not counting partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 ciboe44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

E) someone at your work or where you study? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cibof44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 cibog44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 ciboh44 = J3: During the last 12 months, have you felt influenced to drink or drink more by 

any of the following people? 

Remark: subsample B 

H) a doctor or health worker? 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

USA III: 

 ciboa – cibog not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 ciboa – cibog: same as core question (97 = not applicable) 
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50. Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with  

family, health, work, or the law or the police CPOP 

 NO YES If YES, was it 

in the last 12 

months 

a. Mother 1 2 3 

b. Father 1 2 3 

c. Spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner 1 2 3 

d. Children 1 2 3 

e.  Other family members 1 2 3 

f. Friends 1 2 3 

g. Workfriends/colleagues/fellow students 1 2 3 

Switzerland: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Germany: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Italy: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

France:  

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cpopa05 = p44a: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

A) mother 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  
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 cpopb05 = p44b: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

B) father 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  

 cpopc05 = p44c: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

C) spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  

 cpopd05 = p44d: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

D) children 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  

 cpope05 = p44e: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

E) other family members 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  

 cpopf05 = p44f: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

F) friends 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  
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 cpopg05 = p44g: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, work, or 

the law or the police. 

G) workfriends/colleagues/fellow students 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 don‘t proceed 4  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 5  

United Kingdom: 

 cpopa06 = q23@1: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

A) mother 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopb06 = q23@2: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

B) father 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopc06 = q23@3: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

C) your partner 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopd06 = q23@4: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

D) your own children 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpope06 = q23@5: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

E) other family members 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  
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 cpopf06 = q23@6: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

F) friends 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopg06 = q23@7: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

G) work friends/ colleagues/ fellow students 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

Israel: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Finland: 

 cpopa10 = k159aiti: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, or work. 

A) mother? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cpopb10 = k159isa: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, or work. 

B) father? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  
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 cpopc10 = k159puol: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, or work. 

C) your spouse or partner? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cpopd10=k159laps: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, or work. 

D) your child or children? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cpope10 = using variables cpope10a, and cpope10b 

Remark: if either is 'yes' then cpope10 is yes 

E) other family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cpopf10 = using variables cpopf10a, and cpope10b 

Remark: if either is 'yes' then cpopf10 is yes 

F) friends? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 cpopg10 = k159tyo: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, or work. 

G) work friends or colleagues? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 cpopa11 = c_10_1: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

A) mother 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  
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 cpopb11 = c_10_2: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

B) Father 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cpopc11 = c_10_3: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

C) spouse/co-habitee/girl- or boyfriend 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cpopd11 = c_10_4: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

D) grown-up children 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cpope11 = c_10_5: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

E) other family members 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cpopf11 = using cpopf11a, cpopf11b: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have 

problems because of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, 

work, friends etc.? 

F) friends 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 cpopg11 = c_10_8: Is it your opinion that any of the following persons have problems because 

of their use of alcohol, i.e. problems in connection with family, health, work, friends etc.? 

G) colleagues 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

The Netherlands: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Austria: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 
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Czech Republic: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core-question  

Iceland: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cpopa20 – cpopg20 = using cpop_50 a – cpop_50g and cpop_50a3 – cpop_50g3: same as core 

question 

Nigeria: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cpopa – cpopg = 609(50): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

Canada:  

 cpopa – copob not surveyed 

 cpopc24 = P5: Has your [spouse/partner/romantic partner] EVER had a drinking problem? 

C) spouse/partner/romantic partner 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cpopd – cpopg not surveyed 

USA I:  

 cpopa - copob 

Remark: Variable unavailable 
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 cpopc25 = f148n155: Have you ever had a husband/partner/non-cohabiting romantic partner 

who you felt had a drinking problem? 

D) husband/partner 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 cpopd – cpopg not surveyed 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 cpopa27 using q50a, q50a1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

A) mother 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopb27 using q50b, q50b1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever 

had problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with 

family, health, work, or the law or the police. 

B) father 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopc27 using q50c, q50c1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

C) spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting partner 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopd27 using q50d, q50d1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever 

had problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with 

family, health, work, or the law or the police. 

D) children 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpope27 using q50e, q50e1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

E) other family members 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  
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 cpopf27 using q50f, q50f1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever had 

problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, 

health, work, or the law or the police. 

F) friends 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopg27 using q50g, q50g1: Have qou felt that any of the people on the following list ever 

had problems due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with 

family, health, work, or the law or the police. 

G) workfriends/colleagues/fellow students 

 no 1  

 yes, more than one year 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

Japan: 

 cpopa28 = q54_a: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

A) mother 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

 cpopb28 = q54_b: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

B) father 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

 cpopc28 = q54_c: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

C) spouse/partner 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  
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 cpopd28 = q54_d: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

D) child/children 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

 cpope28 = q54_e: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

E) other family member 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

 cpopf28 = q54_f: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

F) friends 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

 cpopg28 = q54_g: Have you felt that any of the people on the following list ever had problems 

due to their own use of alcohol? For instance, these could be problems with family, health, 

work, injury or drunk driving. 

G) work friends/colleagues/fellow 

 not applicable 1  

 No 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 yes, not in the last 12 months, but before 4  

Costa Rica: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

India: 

 cpopa – cpopg = mother – workfrnd: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 
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ECAS: France: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cpopc: your spouse/partner?   Cpopa, cpopb, cpopd - cibog: same as core question.  

Belize: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cpopa44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

A) your mother 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopb44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

B) your father 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  
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 cpopc44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

C) your spouse/partner 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopd44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

D) your child/children 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpope44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

E) other family members 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopf44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

F) your friends 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

 cpopg44 = using J2, J2A: Has/have (person chosen above) had these problems in the last 12 

months (repeat question for each person mentioned above) 

Remark: only subsample B 

G) workfriends/colleagues/fellow students 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 yes, in the last 12 months 3  

USA III: 

 cpopa – cpopg not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 cpopa – cpopg: same as core question 
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IF RESPONDENT HASN’T A SPOUSE, PARTNER, OR A ROMANTIC (NON-

COHABITING) PARTNER, SKIP TO Q. 52. 

51.A. Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your spouse/ 

partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner drink alcoholic beverages? 

Remember to include all kinds of alcoholic beverages… spirits, wine, beer. CPAR 

 Every day or nearly every day 8 

Three or four times a week 7 

Once or twice a week 6 

One to three times a month 5 

Seven to eleven times in the last 12 months 4 

Three to six times in the last 12 months 3 

Once or twice in the last 12 months 2 

Never in the last 12 months 1 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cpar = p45: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 cpar_06 = q25: Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your partner drink 

alcoholic beverages? Remember to include all kinds of alcoholic beverages: spirits, wine, 

beer. 

 every day or nearly every day 8  

 three or four times a week 7  

 once or twice a week 6  

 once to three times a month 5  

 seven to eleven times in the last 12 months 4  

 three to six times in the last 12 months 3  

 once or twice in the last 12 months 2  

 never in the last 12 months 1  

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 
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Sweden: 

 cpar_09 = partnalk: During the past 12 months, how often has your spouse, partner or the one 

you‘re romantically involved with drunk alcohol? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) and only person who have a partner (including 

non-consumers) 

 basically every day 1  

 4-5 times a week 2  

 2-3 times a week 3  

 approximately once a week 4  

 2-3 times a month 5  

 approximately once a month 6  

 only a few times during the past 12 months 7  

 once during the past 12 months 8  

 never in the past 12 months 9  

 sub-sample caused missing 96  

 no partner 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 cpar_10 = k166: Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your 

spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner drink alcoholic beverages? 

Remark: Persons without partner are skipped ££ new category ££ 

 daily 1  

 4-5 times weekly 2  

 2-3 times weekly 3  

 once a week 4  

 2-3 times monthly 5  

 approximately once a month 6  

 approximately once during a couple of months 7  

 3-4 times a year 8  

 once or twice a year 9  

 less than once a year 10  

 never 11  

 no partner   

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 
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Czech Republic: 

 cpar_14 = q60: During the last 12 months, how often has your spouse (partner, romantic 

partner) drunk an alcoholic beverage (regardless of whether it was a beer, wine or spirits)? 

 every day or almost every day 8  

 three to four times per week 7  

 once or twice per week 6  

 once or twice per month 5  

 once or twice per three months 4  

 once or twice per six months 3  

 once or twice per year 2  

 not at all during the last year 1  

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 cpar: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cpar = cpar_51a: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cpar = q51b: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cpar = 610A(51A): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 cpar: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 cpar_24 = P0: Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your 

[spouse/partner/romantic partner] have any kind of drink containing alcohol, whether it was 

wine, beer, liquor or any other alcohol: would you say every day or nearly every day, 3 or 4 

days a week, once or twice a week, 1-3 days a month, less than once a month, or never? 

Interviewer:  If respondent says don't know, ask respondent for best estimate of partner's 

frequency of drinking. If respondent says "it depends", ask for frequency when partner 

drinking the most. 

 every day or nearly every day 1  

 three or four days a week 3  

 once or twice a week 5  

 one to three days a month 7  

 less than once a month 9  

 never in last 12 months 0  

USA I:  

 cpar_25 = f90n95: Thinking back over the last 12 mohths, about how often did your 

(husband/partner/non-cohabting romantic partner) drink alcoholic beverages? Would you say 

that is was …. 

 5 times a week or more 8  

 3 or 4 times a week 7  

 once or twice a week 6  

 1 to 3 times a month 5  

 8 to 11 times in 12 months 4  

 4 to 7 times in 12 months 3  

 1 to 3 times in 12 months 2  

 never in those 12 months 1  

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 cpar: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cpar_28 = q39: During the last 12 months, how often has your spouse/partner drank alcohol? 

 almost everyday 1  

 several times/week 2  

 once or twice/week 3  

 1-3 times/months 4  

 7-11 times/year 5  

 3-6 times/year 6  

 once or twice/year 7  

 not at all 8  

 don‘t know 9  

Costa Rica: 

 cpar = p51a: same as core question 
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India: 

 cpar = spdrink: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cpar: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cpar_40:  Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your spouse/partner 

drink alcoholic beverages? Remember to include all kinds of alcoholic beverages: spirits, 

wine, beer 

Belize: 

 cpar_41 = q7_71: During th last 12 months, about how often did your spouse/partner/romantic 

(non-cohabiting) partner drink alcoholic beverages? Remember to include all kinds of 

alcoholic beverages… spirits, wine, beer 

Remark: more than 30% of missings 

 every day 1  

 five or six times a week 2  

 three or four times a week 3  

 once or twice a week 4  

 one to three times per months 5  

 less than once a month 6  

 never in the last 12 months 7  
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Nicaragua: 

 cpar_42: Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your 

spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner drink alcoholic beverages? Remember to 

include all kinds of alcoholic beverages… spirits, wine, beer 

 daily 7  

 five to six times a week 6  

 three or four times a week 5  

 once or twice a week 4  

 once to three times per months 3  

 less than once a month 2  

 never in the last 12 months 1 (go to q. 52) 

Peru: 

 cpar_43: Thinking back over the last 12 months, about how often did your 

spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner drink alcoholic beverages? Remember to 

include all kinds of alcoholic beverages… spirits, wine, beer 

 daily 7  

 five to six times a week 6  

 three or four times a week 5  

 once or twice a week 4  

 once to three times per months 3  

 less than once a month 2  

 never in the last 12 months 1 (go to q. 52) 

Australia II: 

 cpar: same as core question (Thinking back over the LAST 12 MONTHS, about how often did 

your (spouse/partner) drink ANY KIND of alcoholic beverage?) 

 every day or nearly every day 8  

 three or four times a week 7  

 once or twice a week 6  

 one to three times a month 5  

 seven to eleven times in the last 12 months 4  

 three to six times in the last 12 months 3  

 once or twice in the last 12 months 2  

 never in the last 12 months 1 (go to PREH1) 

 don‘t know 98  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 cpar: same as core question 
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51.B. Again, thinking back over the last 12 months, about how many drinks would 

your spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner have on a typical day 

when he/she drank? Please think of all kinds of alcoholic beverages combined CNPD 

|____|____| drinks 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cnpd_05 = i14t: Again, thinking back over the last 12 months, about how many drinks would 

your spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner have on a typical day when he/she 

drank? Do not forget to count all the different beverages and quantity that he/she consumed. 

Remark: sum up to in grams of alcohol? 

 number of glasses of wine/champagne |____|____|  

 number of glasses or bottles of beer |____|____|  

 number of glasses of aperitif (vermouth, sherry, dry, etc.) |____|____|  

 number of glasses of cocktail |____|____|  

 number of glasses of fruit liqueur |____|____|  

 number of glasses of spirits (cognacf, gin, whisky) |____|____|  

 don‘t know/don‘t anser 99  

United Kingdom: 

 cnpd = q26: same as core question 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 
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Finland: 

 cnpd_10 = k167: About how many drinks would your spouse/partner/romantic (non-

cohabiting) partner have on a typical day when he/she drank? 

Remark: Persons without partner are skipped ££ new category ££ 

 |____|____| drinks   

 no partner   

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cnpd_14 = using the variables cnpd_14a, cnpd_14b, and cnpd_14c 

 |____|____| drinks   

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 cnpd: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cnpd = cnpd_51b: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cnpd = q51b: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cnpd_22 = 610B(51B): Again, thinking back over the last 12 months, about how many drinks 

would your spouse/ partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner have on a typical day when 

he/she drank? Please think of all kinds of alcoholic beverages combined. 

 |____|____| grams (ml) 1-29  

Argentina: 

 cnpd: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 cnpd_24 = P1: On a day when your [spouse/partner/romantic partner] consumes alcohol, how 

many drinks would your [spouse/partner/romantic partner] usually have? Please think of all 

kinds of alcoholic beverages combined. 

 none  0  

 |____|____| enter number of drinks 1-29  

 thirty or more drinks 30  

 R volunteers it depends 96  

USA I:  

 cnpd = f91n96: same as core question 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cpar_28: Again, thinking back over the last 12 months, about how many units of alcohol 

would you spouse/partner have on typical day when he/she drank? Please add of all kinds of 

alcoholic beverages. 

 more than 20 units 1  

 10-19 units 2  

 6-9 units 3  

 3-5 units 4  

 1-2 units 5  

 less than 1 unit 6  

 not at all 7  

 don‘t know/don‘t answer 8  

Costa Rica: 

 cnpd = p51b: same as core question 

India: 

 cnpd = drnkqty: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cnpd_40:  Again thinking back over the last 12 months, about how many drinks would your 

spouse/partner have on a typical day when he/she drank?  Please think of all kinds of alcoholic 

beverages combined. 

Belize: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cnpd: same as core question 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 cndp: same as core question 
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52. During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking of 

any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? CIOD 

a. Your spouse/partner/romantic (non-

cohabiting) partner? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

b. Your child or children? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

c. Some other female member of your 

family? 

NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

d. Some other male member of your family? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

e. Someone at your work or at school? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

f. A female friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

g. A male friend or acquaintance? NO 1 

YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2 

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3 

Switzerland: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Germany: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Italy: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

France:  

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 
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United Kingdom: 

 cioda06 = q24@1: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

A) your partner? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodb06 = q24@2: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

B) your own children? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodc06 = q24@3: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

C) some other female member of your family? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodd06 = q24@4: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

D) some other male member of your family? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciode06 = q24@5: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

E) someone at your work or at school? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodf06 = q24@6: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodg06 = q24@7: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the alcohol 

consumption of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  
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Israel: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 cioda09 = spouse: Have you at any time in the last 12 months tried to talk to any of the 

following people about their drinking in attempt to make her or him drink less? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (B) 

A) your partner, i e your spouse or co-habitant 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 sub-sample caused missing 96  

 no partner 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 ciodb – ciodg not surveyed (see appendix) 

Finland: 

 cioda10 = k152puol: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking 

of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

A) your spouse / partner / girl- or boyfriend? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 ciodb10 = k152laps: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking 

of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

B) your child or children? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 ciodc10 = using the variables ciobc10a, and ciobc10b 

C) some other female family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  
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 ciodd10 = using the variables ciobd10a, and ciobd10b 

D) some other male family member? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 ciode10 = k152tyo: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking 

of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

E) someone at your work or at school? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 ciodf10 = k152nyst: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking 

of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

 ciodg10 = k152myst: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to influence the drinking 

of any of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 person does not exist 0  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 cioda11 = using variables c_9c: Have you yourself during the last year tried to influence one 

or more person to drink less?  

Remark: If c_8=1 (yes) (Have you yourself during the last year tried to influence one or more 

persons to drink less?) 

A) spouse/partner/co-habitee/girl- or boyfriend 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 ciodb11 = using variables c_9d 

B) grown-up children 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 ciodc and ciodd not surveyed (see additionals) 
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 ciode11 = using variables c_9h 

E) colleagues 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 ciodf11 = using variables c_9f 

F) female friends 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

 ciodg11 = using variables c_9g 

G) male friends 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 not applicable 96  

The Netherlands: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Austria: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cioda – ciodg = ciod_51a – ciod_52g: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cioda –ciodg: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 cioda –ciodg = 611(52): same as core question 
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Argentina: 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core question 

Canada: 

 cioda24 = P7: During the last 12 months, have you attempted to get your 

[spouse/partner/romantic partner] to drink less or cut down? 

A) spouse/partner/romantic partner 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 ciodb – ciodg not surveyed 

USA I:  

 cioda = f144a151: same as core question 

 ciodb25 = f144b151: In the last 12 months, have you attemped to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

Remark: only one question for ―child/children‖, ―other female member of your family‖ and 

―other male member of your family‖ 

B) Any other family member 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed, but see ciodb25 

 ciode25 = f144c151: In the last 12 months, have you attemped to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? 

Remark: only one question for ―someone at your work or at school‖, ―female friend or 

acquaintance‖ and ―male friend or acquaintance‖ 

E) A friend or co-worker 

 no 1  

 yes, once or twice 2  

 yes, three or more times 3  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed, but see ciode25 

USA II: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 cioda27 – ciodg27: same as core question 

with additional response category 

 not applicable 4  
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Japan: 

 cioda - ciodb = q55_a – q55_b: same as core question 

 ciodc - ciodd not surveyed 

Remark: see additional variable concerning ―other family member/relatives 

 ciode - ciodg = q55_d– q55_f: same as core question 

Costa Rica: 

 cioda – ciodg = p52a – p52g: same as core question 

India: 

 cioda – ciodg = vinfsp – vinfmf: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cioda32 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodb32 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 

 ciode32 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 
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ECAS: Italy: 

 cioda33 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodb33 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 

 ciode33 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 cioda34 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodb34 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 
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 ciode34 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cioda35 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodb35 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 

 ciode35 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 cioda36 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  
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 ciodb36 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 

 ciode36 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 cioda37 = spouse: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

A) spouse/partner /boyfriend/girlfriend)? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodb37 = child: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the following 

persons to drink less? 

B) children? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodc – ciodd not surveyed 

 ciode37 = workmate: During the last 12 months, have you tried to influence any of the 

following persons to drink less? 

E) workmate colleagues? 

 no 1  

 yes 2  

 don‘t know 3  

 not applicable 4  

 ciodf – ciodg not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cioda: your spouse/partner?   Ciodb – ciodg same as core question. 

Belize: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 cioda44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

A) your spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

 ciodb44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

B) your child or children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

 ciodc44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

C) a female member of your family (not counting your partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  
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 ciodd44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

D) a male member of your family (not counting your partner or child)? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

 ciode44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

E) work colleagues or feloow students? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

 ciodf44 = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any of 

the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

F) a female friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

 ciodg44 = = J1: During the last 12 months have you attempted to influence the drinking of any 

of the following persons so that he or she would drink less or less often? (read out)  

Remark: only to subsample B 

G) a male friend or acquaintance? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 not applicable 100  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 cioda – ciodg not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 cioda – ciodg: same as core question (97 = not applicable) 
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53. Now I‘ll describe situations that people sometimes find themselves in. 

For each one, please tell me how much a person in that situation should 

feel free to drink. How much drinking is all right? Would you say no 

drinking, 1 or 2 drinks, enough to feel effects, but not drunk, or getting 

drunk is sometimes all right?  CQSI 

 No 

drinking 

1 or 2 

drinks 

Feel effects, 

but not drunk 

Getting drunk 

is sometimes 

allright 

a. At a party, at someone else‘s home 1 2 3 4 

b. As a parent, spending time with small children 1 2 3 4 

c. For a husband having dinner out with his wife 1 2 3 4 

d. For a wife having dinner out with her husband 1 2 3 4 

e. For a man out at a bar with friends 1 2 3 4 

f. For a woman out at a bar with friends 1 2 3 4 

g. For a couple of co-workers out for lunch 1 2 3 4 

h. When with friends at home 1 2 3 4 

i. When getting together with friends after work 

before going home 

1 2 3 4 

j. When going to drive a car 1 2 3 4 

Switzerland: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Germany: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Italy: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

France:  

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Spain:  

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

United Kingdom: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Israel: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Mexico:  

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 
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Sweden:  

 cqsia09 = hemmahos: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find 

yourself in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No 

alcohol, 1 or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

A) At a party at someone else‘s home? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsib09 = medbarn: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find 

yourself in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No 

alcohol, 1 or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

B) For a parent spending time with his or her child aged under 10? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsic09 = medfru: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

C) For a husband out having dinner with his wife? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  
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 cqsid09 = medman: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find 

yourself in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No 

alcohol, 1 or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

D) For a wife out having dinner with her husband? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsie09 = manbar: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

E) For a man out at a bar with friends? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsif09 = kvbar: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

F) For a woman out at a bar with friends? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  
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 cqsig09 = arblunch: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find 

yourself in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No 

alcohol, 1 or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

G) For co-workers having lunch together? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsih09 = homefr: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

H) At home with friends? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

 cqsii09 = afterjob: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

I) With friends after work before you go home? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  
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 cqsij09 = innanbil: I‘m now going to give some examples of situations you might find yourself 

in. For each of these, how much alcohol would you say was acceptable to drink? No alcohol, 1 

or 2 drinks, enough to feel affected but not get drunk, or is it acceptable to get drunk 

sometimes? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

J) Before you‘re going to drive a car? 

 no alcohol 1  

 1 or 2 glasses (drinks) 2  

 enough to feel effects but not drunk 3  

 to get drunk sometimes is acceptable 4  

 sub-sample caused missing 97  

 don‘t know 98  

 refused 99  

 drop outs 999  

Finland: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Norway: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Austria: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core-question 

Iceland: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 cqsia – cqsij = cqsi_53a – cqsi_53j: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 cqsia22 – cqsij22 = 612(53): Now I‘ll describe situations that people sometimes find 

themselves in.  For each one, please tell me how much a person in that situation should feel 

free to drink.  How much drinking is all right (READ ITEM)?  Would you say no drinking, a 

small quantity of drinking (1 or 2 drinks ≈ 50 g. of vodka /180 g of dried or semidried table 

wine/570 g. of beer), enough to feel effects, but not drunk, or getting drunk is sometimes all 

right? 

 no drinking 1  

 a small quantity (1 or 2 drinks) 2  

 feel effects, but not drunk 3  

 getting drunk is sometimes all right 4  

Argentina: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

Canada: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

USA I:  

 cqsia – cqsij = f147a154 – f147j154: same as core question 

USA II: 

 cqsia – cqsic: q219a – q219c: same as core question 

 cqsid not surveyed 

 cqsie – cqsij: q219e – q219i: same as core question 

Uganda: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

Japan: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Remark: see additional variables concerning ―how much a man … /‖how much a woman …‖ 

Costa Rica: 

 cqsia – cqsij = p53a – p53j: same as core question 

India: 

 cqsia – cqsij = atparty – drivecar: same as core question 

Australia: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 
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ECAS: Italy: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

Remark: See additionals 

Belize: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

Peru: 

 cqsia – cqsie, cqsih – cqsij : same as core question 

Remark: Waiting for an answer regarding the questions cqsif and cqsig 

Australia II: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question (How much drinking is all right … 

 no drinking 1  

 1 or 2 drinks 2  

 feel effects, but not drunk 3  

 getting drunk is sometimes all right 4  

 don‘t know / not sure 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 cqsia – cqsij not surveyed 
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New Zealand: 

 cqsia – cqsij: same as core question 

 

_________________________________________________ 

 


